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LUTHERAN SCHOOL SPELLING BEE 
MEDIUM WORDS 

 
1.  combination D:  a joining of two or more; a combining 

S:  The combination of red and yellow makes orange. 
2.  league D:  a compact or covenant made for promoting common interests 

S:  This summer I will join a golf league. 
3.  generation D:  a single stage in the succession of natural descent 

S:  The younger generation enjoys loud music. 
4.  destination D:  the place towards which someone is going 

S:  Chicago is the destination of our next trip. 
5.  altogether D:  wholly, completely 

S:  The house was altogether destroyed by the fire. 
6.  university D:  an education institution of the highest level 

S:  In the fall I will be attending the university. 
7.  contentedly D:  being satisfied with what one has 

S:  He sat contentedly by the fire after the delicious meal. 
8.  ponchos D:  blanket-like cloaks with a hole in the center to admit the head 

S:  They slipped ponchos over their heads before running in the rain. 
9.  species D:  a class of individuals having some common characteristics 

S:  The sunfish is a member of the fish species. 
10.  government D:  the exercise of authority over a country, state, etc. 

S:  Society could not exist without government. 
11.  autumn D:  the season of the year between summer and winter 

S:  September 21st usually marks the beginning of autumn. 
12.  circuit D:  the line or length of the line forming an area’s boundaries 

S:  The earth’s circuit around the sun takes about a year. 
13.  eighth D:  proceeded by seven others in a series 

S:  She was the eighth person in line. 
14.  alien D:  belonging to another country or people; foreigner 

S:  During WW II an alien had to register with the government. 
15.  descended D:  moved from a higher to a lower place 

S:  They descended from the third floor of the store to the second. 
16.  cannon D:  a large mounted piece of artillery 

S:  The cannon boomed loudly as the enemy soldiers approached. 
17.  wooly or woolly D:  of or like wool 

S:  The blanket was soft and woolly in touch. 
18.  kimono D:  a traditional Japanese costume 

S:  The kimono is a traditional outfit worn by Japanese men and women. 
19.  seized D:  caught 

S:  They seized the burglar a black from the scene of the crime. 
20.  successful D:  turning out to be as hoped 

S:  Her business became very successful when sales increased. 
21.  committee D:  a group of persons organized to support some cause 

S:  The committee worked to raise money for a charity. 
22.  though D:  in spite of the fact 

S:  Though he may fail, he will have tried. 
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23.  hurriedly D:  to do something is a state of rushing 
S:  He hurriedly locked the door and ran for his car. 

24.  volunteered D:  offered to do something of one’s own free will 
S:  We volunteered to help at the bake sale. 

25.  eatables D:  things fit to be eaten 
S:  The berries on the tree were eatables. 

26.  proceeded D:  advanced or went on, especially after stopping 
S:  They proceeded with the test after the fire drill. 

27.  ancestors D:  persons from whom one is descended 
S:  My ancestors came to this country from Germany. 

28.  unconcerned D:  not concerned; not interested 
S:  He was unconcerned about the upcoming fuel shortage. 

29.  disappeared D:  gone out of sight 
S:  The sun disappeared over the horizon and could not be seen. 

30.  unfamiliar D:  not acquainted with; strange 
S:  They walked hastily into the unfamiliar surroundings. 

31.  immigrant D:  one that comes into a new country or region 
S:  My grandfather was an immigrant to the United States. 

32.  pardonable D:  being able to release from punishment or penalty 
S:  Giving the cat a bath was a pardonable offense. 

33.  alligator D:  a large reptile of the crocodile group 
S:  We came upon an alligator while hiking through the Florida swamp. 

34.  indifferent D:  having or showing no interest, concern, or feeling 
S:  The boy was bothered by his father’s indifferent attitude. 

35.  thermometer D:  an instrument for measuring temperatures 
S:  The thermometer showed that it was 80 degrees in the sun. 

36.  recollection D:  the act of calling back to mind; remembrance 
S:  John still has no recollection of his accident. 

37.  bearded D:  having a beard; hair growing on the face 
S:  I did not recognize the bearded man. 

38.  mischief D:  a troublesome or annoying act; prank 
S:  Mother reminded the children to stay out of mischief. 

39.  tough D:  strong, robust, hardy, stubborn, hard to chew 
S:  She did not enjoy the steak because it was tough. 

40.  dimensions D:  measurement in length, breadth, and often height 
S:  To buy carpet, you must know the dimensions of your room. 

41.  soothe D:  to make calm; to relieve pain 
S:  Mother tried to soothe the crying child. 

42.  surgeon D:  a doctor who practices surgery 
S:  That doctor is a surgeon. 

43.  guard D:  to protect from harm 
S:  I will guard her from the dog. 

44.  cafeteria D:  a restaurant where patrons serve themselves 
S:  I eat in the school’s cafeteria for lunch every day. 

45.  pastime D:  a way of spending spare time 
S:  A favorite pastime of mine is sewing. 

46.  astonished D:  surprised greatly, amazed 
S:  The gift astonished the boy. 
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47.  mannish D:  characteristics of a man 
S:  That is a mannish way to hold a baby. 

48.  ruined D:  to be greatly damaged 
S:  The painting was ruined because of the rain. 

49.  severely D:  strictly; sternly; harshly 
S:  He was severely punished for his crime. 

50.  palace D:  a grand house for a king, queen, or bishop 
S:  Many kings live in a palace. 

51.  coffee D:  a dark brown drink usually served hot 
S:  My mom drinks coffee every morning. 

52.  considerable D:  a great deal 
S:  There was a considerable amount of damage to the car. 

53.  pleasures D:  feelings of being delighted 
S:  There are many pleasures in life if you look for them. 

54.  batteries D:  two or more electric cells that produce electric current 
S:  He put new batteries in the flashlight. 

55.  noticeable D:  able to be seen or noticed 
S:  The scar on your arm is barely noticeable. 

56.  naturally D:  in a natural way; as might be expected 
S:  Please try to speak naturally. 

57.  observation D:  act, habit, or power of seeing and noticing 
S:  By his trained observation, the doctor knew he was not dead. 

58.  appendix D:  addition at the end of a book or document 
S:  The book does not contain an appendix. 

59.  dictionary D:  a book containing pronunciations and definitions of words 
S:  The winners of this spelling bee receive a dictionary. 

60.  valleys D:  low land between hills or mountains 
S:  The river runs through several valleys. 

61.  episode D:  incident or experience that stands out from the others 
S:  The year in France was an important episode in his life. 

62.  disgusted D:  filled with strong dislike 
S:  The smell of the pigpen disgusted me. 

63.  captain D:  leader; chief 
S:  The captain chose the members of his team. 

64.  succeeded D:  turned out well; did well 
S:  He succeeded in becoming a lawyer. 

65.  rummage D:  search thoroughly by moving things about 
S:  I had to rummage through three drawers before I found my book. 

66.  connected D:  joined; linked; fastened together 
S:  The plumber connected the pipes. 

67.  tomorrow D:  the day after today 
S:  The science test will be given tomorrow. 

68.  praises D:  words or songs setting forth the glory of God 
S:  The choir sang praises to the Lord. 

69.  cautiously D:  very carefully 
S:  He cautiously walked along the steep path. 

70.  decision D:  act of making up one’s mind 
S:  He made the decision to attend college. 
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71.  temporary D:  lasting for a short time only 
S:  The detour will be only temporary.  

72.  mechanics D:  knowledge dealing with machinery 
S:  He understands the mechanics of how an engine works. 

73.  icicle D:  a pointed, hanging stick of ice formed by the dripping of water 
S:  An icicle was hanging from the roof. 

74.  breathlessly D:  in an out-of-breath manner 
S:  He breathlessly ran to report the fire. 

75.  poodle D:  one of an intelligent breed of dog with curly hair 
S:  Our new pet dog is a poodle. 

76.  whistle D:  make clear, shrill sound 
S:  She likes to whistle while she works. 

77.  marriage D:  ceremony of being married; living together as husband and wife 
S:  He attended the marriage of his aunt and uncle. 

78.  mallet D:  a wooden hammer 
S:  The croquet mallet is brightly colored. 

79.  remembrance D:  power to remember; memory 
S:  America holds it heroes in grateful remembrance. 

80.  enlighten D:  give the light of truth and knowledge to 
S:  He will soon enlighten us as to why he is here. 

81.  preceding D:  going before; coming before, previous 
S:  You read about it in the preceding chapter. 

82.  fattest D:  most plump; most well-fed 
S:  The farmer butchered the fattest pig. 

83.  swollen D:  swelled; increased in size 
S:  My swollen ankle caused me a great deal of pain. 

84.  relative D:  a person who belongs to the same family as another 
S:  Mr. Smith is a distant relative of mine. 

85.  transferred D:  conveyed or removed from one place to another. 
S:  My father has been transferred to Chicago. 

86.  whirling D:  turning round and round; spinning 
S:  The leaves were whirling around in the wind. 

87.  meanwhile D:  in the time between 
S:  Father was in Boston; meanwhile, we were at the beach. 

88.  forgetting D:  failing to remember; being unable to remember 
S:  John is always forgetting his wife’s birthday. 

89.  buffalo D:  the bison of America 
S:  The Plains Indians used to hunt the buffalo. 

90.  department D:  a separate part; special branch; division 
S:  Susan works in the housewares department. 

91.  allowance D:  a limited share set apart; a definite portion 
S:  Michael’s allowance is two dollars per week. 

92.  announced D:  given formal or public notice 
S:  Tom and Judy announced their engagement at the party. 

93.  piercing D:  making a hole in 
S:  The nurse is piercing the ears of the little girl. 

94.  corridor D:  a long hallway 
S:  There are doors on either side of the corridor. 
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95.  grumbling D:  muttering in discontent; complaining 
S:  Some people were grumbling about the bad weather. 

96.  shuddered D:  trembled with horror, fear, cold, etc. 
S:  She shuddered at the thought of going to the dentist. 

97.  pronounced D:  made the sounds of 
S:  The spellmaster pronounced the words clearly. 

98.  assistance D:  help; aid 
S:  Your assistance was greatly appreciated. 

99.  combustion D:  act or process of burning 
S:  The explosion in the coal mine was caused by combustion. 

100.  athletic D:  active and strong 
S:  The girls were very athletic and played many sports.   

101.  outstretched D:  extended; stretched out 
S:  He welcomed his friend with outstretched arms. 

102.  aviator D:  person who flies an airplane 
S:  My uncle is an excellent aviator. 

103.  murmur D:  a soft, low, indistinct sound 
S:  The murmur of the stream was very soothing. 

104.  unusual D:  not usual, not common; rare 
S:  I could not identify the unusual bird. 

105.  suddenly D:  in a sudden manner; unexpected 
S:  Suddenly, it began to rain. 

106.  agency D:  means; action 
S:  Snow is drifted by the agency of the wind. 

107.  original D:  first; earliest; new; fresh; novel 
S:  The original inhabitants were the Indians. 

108.  rhythm D:  movement with a regular repetition of a beat or accent 
S:  Janet enjoys the rhythm of the dance. 

109.  ascend D:  go up; rise; move upward 
S:  They watched the bird ascend up into the sky. 

110.  stubborn D:  fixed in purpose or opinion 
S:  The stubborn mule would not move. 

111.  machine D:  device for applying power and changing direction 
S:  A lever is a simple machine. 

112.  process D:  set of actions or changes in a special order 
S:  By what process is cloth made from wool? 

113.  verily D:  truly 
S:  I verily mean what I say. 

114.  budget D:  estimate of the amount of money that can be spent 
S:  We must plan our budget very carefully. 

115.  inherit D:  receive as an heir 
S:  Someday he will inherit the farm from his father. 

116.  mortgage D:  claim on a property, given to a person who has loaned money 
S:  They went to the bank to apply for a mortgage. 

117.  stanza D:  group of lines of poetry 
S:  He recited one stanza of the poem. 

118.  commanded D:  gave an order to; directed 
S:  He commanded his dog to lie down. 
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119.  actually D:  really; in fact 
S:  Are you actually going to Europe this summer? 

120.  gnawing D:  biting at and wearing down 
S:  The gerbil is gnawing at his cage. 

121.  scholar D:  a learned person 
S:  Professor Lodge was a famous Latin scholar. 

122.  bonfire D:  fire built outdoors 
S:  We roasted marshmallows at the bonfire. 

123.  eighteen D:  eight more than ten 
S:  There are eighteen children in the class. 

124.  entice D:  tempt by arousing hopes or desires 
S:  The devil tries to entice us to sin. 

125.  lilies D:  plants with bell-shaped flowers which grow from a bulb 
S:  The Easter lilies were beautiful and fragrant. 

126.  consonant D:  any letter of the alphabet that is not a vowel 
S:  He can identify most consonant sounds. 

127.  tragic D:  having to do with tragedy; very sad 
S:  We read about the tragic death of the baseball player. 

128.  synod D:  assembly called together to discuss and decide church affairs 
S:  He attended the convention of the synod. 

129.  waffle D:  a batter cake cooked on a special griddle 
S:  A waffle tastes good with syrup on it. 

130.  awning D:  piece of canvas spread over a door, window, or porch 
S:  The awning offered some protection from the sun. 

131.  avenue D:  wide or main street 
S:  We took a stroll down the avenue 

132.  organist D:  one who plays the organ 
S:  Our church organist is very talented. 

133.  sought D:  past tense of seek; looked for 
S:  For days, she sought a safe hiding place. 

134.  deceive D:  trick, mislead 
S:  Please do not try to deceive me. 

135.  adjourn D:  to conclude a meeting 
S:  I will now adjourn the meeting. 

136.  nowadays D:  at the present time 
S:  Nowadays most people have television sets in their homes. 

137.  conclusion D:  end 
S:  I especially enjoyed the conclusion of the mystery story. 

138.  except D:  leaving out; but; other than 
S:  He works every day except Sunday. 

139.  engaged D:  promised; pledged 
S:  They are engaged to be married. 

140.  crawled D:  moved on one’s hands and knees 
S:  The baby crawled all around the house. 

141.  sojourn D:  stay for a brief time 
S:  The Israelites had a sojourn into the wilderness. 

142.  wondrous D:  wonderful 
S:  God’s grace is truly wondrous. 
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143.  parade D:  march for display; procession 
S:  We enjoyed watching the colorful parade. 

144.  mummies D:  dead bodies preserved from decay 
S:  We saw the display of Egyptian mummies at the museum. 

145.  greased D:  smeared with any thick, oily substance 
S:  I greased the pan before I baked the cookies. 

146.  mammoth D:  a very large, extinct kind of elephant 
S:  I saw a picture of a mammoth in my science book. 

147.  butterflies D:  various insects with slender bodies and four bright-colored wings 
S:  He caught some butterflies with his net. 

148.  series D:  number of similar things in a row 
S:  A series of rooms opened off the long hall. 

149.  loaves D:  breads shaped and baked as one piece 
S:  I bought three loaves of bread. 

150.  purchased D:  bought 
S:  We purchased a new sofa. 

151.  routine D:  a fixed, regular method of doing something 
S:  I sometimes get tired of the same old routine. 

152.  sharpening D:  making sharp 
S:  Ed is sharpening his pencil. 

153.  overflowed D:  flowed over the bounds; flooded 
S:  The river overflowed its banks. 

154.  worse D:  less well; more ill than before 
S:  Today I feel even worse than I did yesterday. 

155.  motorcycle D:  a self-propelled, two-wheeled vehicle 
S:  His new motorcycle was very costly. 

156.  throttle D:  valve regulating the flow of gasoline to an engine 
S:  He stepped on the throttle and the lawn mower speeded up. 

157.  persuaded D:  won over; made willing or sure by urging 
S:  I persuaded mother to let me attend the movie. 

158.  confession D:  admission of guilt 
S:  The criminal signed the confession. 

159.  carfare D:  money paid for riding on a bus, streetcar, etc. 
S:  He had no carfare, so he had to walk. 

160.  refrigerator D:  box for keeping foods cool 
S:  The mild is kept in the refrigerator. 

161.  telephone D:  system for transmitting sound or speech by electricity 
S:  He called on the telephone to wish me a happy birthday. 

162.  noticing D:  observing; heeding; paying attention to 
S:  I have been noticing all the flowers blooming by the sidewalk. 

163.  famous D:  very well known 
S:  My aunt is a famous author. 

164.  corral D:  an enclosed space for keeping horses or cattle 
S:  My son is down by the corral waiting to ride his horse. 

165.  determined D:  made up one’s mind firmly; resolved 
S:  He was determined to win the blue ribbon at the track meet. 

166.  assigned D:  gave as a task to be done; past tense of assign 
S:  The teacher assigned ten problems for today. 
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167.  disappointed D:  not satisfied 
S:  He was disappointed with his grade on the test. 

168.  believed D:  to have thought something was true or real 
S:  In old times, people believed the earth was flat. 

169.  misjudged D:  to have judged wrongly 
S:  The archer misjudged the distance so his arrow fell short. 

170.  delicious D:  very pleasing or satisfying, especially to the taste or smell 
S:  Her cake was delicious. 

171.  position D:  place where a thing or person is 
S:  The flowers grew in a sheltered position behind the house. 

172.  abruptly D:  showing sudden change; unexpectedly 
S:  She hung the telephone up abruptly when her father entered. 

173.  association D:  a group of people joined together for some purpose 
S:  Will you join the young people’s association at our church? 

174.  evidence D:  anything that shows what is true and what is not; facts; proof 
S:  The evidence showed that he had not committed the robbery. 

175.  fatigue D:  weariness caused by hard work or effort 
S:  I felt fatigue after studying for five hours. 

176.  anxious D:  uneasy because of what may happy 
S:  I felt anxious about my final exams. 

177.  amidst D:  in the middle of, among 
S:  One boy was standing amidst all the girls. 

178.  harnessed D:  condition of an animal hitched by straps to something it will pull 
S:  The man harnessed the horse to the wagon. 

179.  associate D:  connect in thought 
S:  We associate turkey with Thanksgiving. 

180.  huckleberries D:  small berries like blueberries, but darker with larger seeds 
S:  Let’s go pick some huckleberries in the woods. 

181.  embarked D:  went or put on board a ship or aircraft 
S:  The family embarked for a European trip. 

182.  intercepted D:  taken or seized on the way from one place to another 
S:  A player from the opposing football team intercepted a pass. 

183.  alleys D:  narrow streets behind or between buildings 
S:  Both alleys were lined with trash cans. 

184.  prairie D:  a large, grassy, level or slightly rolling area of land 
S:  Millions of American bison used to roam the prairie lands. 

185.  estrange D:  to turn away in feeling or affection 
S:  Friends do not estrange one another. 

186.  senses D:  the five faculties:  hearing, sight, smell, touch, taste 
S:  All of his senses were affected by the anesthetic. 

187.  poured 
 

D:  caused to flow in a stream 
S:  He poured milk into the glass. 

188.  geyser D:  a hot spring that intermittently sends up jets of water and steam 
S:  The crowd watched in awe as the large geyser erupted. 

189.  crystal D:  a clear transparent mineral or glass resembling ice 
S:  The winning crystal in the science fair was made of alum. 

190.  boundary D:  something that indicates limits 
S:  Soldiers marched around the boundary of the camp. 
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191.  whiff D:  a slight gust or puff of wind, air, smoke, etc. 
S:  A whiff of garlic came from the kitchen. 

192.  collapsed D:  fallen or caved in; to fold together compactly 
S:  The bridge collapsed under the weight of several trucks.  

193.  applause D:  approval, especially as expressed by clapping the hands 
S:  There was two minutes of applause after the performance. 

194.  propeller D:  a device having a revolving hub with radiating blades 
S:  As the propeller moved faster, the craft began to move forward. 

195.  appetite D:  a desire for food or drink; any bodily need or craving 
S:  After missing lunch his appetite was enormous for dinner. 

196.  similar D:  alike in a general way but not exactly 
S:  All the houses on that street are similar to one another. 

197.  unhitched D:  freed from a hitch 
S:  The farmer unhitched the wagon from the tractor. 

198.  staggered D:  moved unsteadily, shocked or astounded; arranged in a zigzag order 
S:  The patient staggered since the anesthetic had not fully worn off. 

199.  confused D:  made unclear or uncertain 
S:  The student was still confused by the complex problem. 

200.  promptly D:  punctually; done without delay 
S:  Because he had studied, he promptly responded to every question. 

201.  buried D:  covered in order to conceal 
S:  The pirates buried their treasures immediately. 

202.  commission D:  a group of persons charged with a particular function 
S:  The chairperson appointed a commission to investigate the problem. 

203.  intention D:  aim; goal; purpose 
S:  Getting straight A’s all year was intention for eighth grade. 

204.  wonderful D:  causing or arousing wonder 
S:  The gifted speaker delivered a wonderful speech to the crowd. 

205.  official D:  appointed, authorized, or approved by governing organization 
S:  He served as the official representative of the governor. 

206.  fiery D:  consisting of or containing fire 
S:  There was a fiery explosion at the chemical plant. 

207.  derrick D:  a tower-like framework used for drilling a well 
S:  A derrick was needed to lift the large stone monument. 

208.  stomach D:  an organ for storing and digesting food 
S:  He skipped lunch because his stomach ached. 

209.  drowsy D:  half asleep; inducing sleepiness 
S:  Because he miss his nap, the baby was drowsy. 

210.  heavily D:  of great amount, intensity, size, or force 
S:  The commandos were heavily armed and protected. 

211.  exploded D:  burst forth violently or emotionally 
S:  The crowd exploded with cheers when they won the championship. 

212.  fiend D:  a diabolically cruel or wicked person 
S:  He is considered a fiend because of his many terrorist activities.   

213.  literature D:  any kind of printed material, as circulars 
S:  He read all the literature he could about rocketry. 

214.  pieces D:  portions or quantities of a material; forming a separate entity 
S:  The children lost several pieces of the puzzle. 
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215.  lawyer D:  a person whose profession is to advise clients on matters of law 
S:  The family lawyer represented them at the hearing. 

216.  avail D:  to be of use or value 
S:  The donations are of no avail to a family too proud to accept them. 

217.  ghastly D:  shockingly frightful; resembling to a ghost 
S:  There were many ghastly scenes in the horror movie. 

218.  ether D:  a highly volatile, flammable liquid used as an anesthetic 
S:  Surgeons no longer use ether to put their patients to sleep. 

219.  unbuttoned  D:  unfastened buttons 
S:  The boys unbuttoned their shirts when the temperature reached 95 

degrees. 
220.  tangled D:  twisted into a mass of confusedly interlaced parts 

S:  Her hair was so tangled she could not pass a comb through it. 
221.  entitle D:  to name or designate; to give a title, right, or claim to 

S:  The court order will entitle the police to search the building. 
222.  raising D:  cause to grow 

S:  They are raising sugar beets in that field. 
223.  regardless D:  having or showing no consideration for 

S:  He continued to swim regardless of the lifeguard’s warning. 
224.  itemize D:  list things one by one 

S:  Please itemize the repairs on my car. 
225.  hoisted D:  raise or lift, especially by a mechanical device 

S:  The ship hoisted anchor. 
226.  wrestle D:  struggle to overcome another and force to the ground 

S:  The policeman had to wrestle the burglar to the ground. 
227.  beneath D:  below; under and covered by; in a lower place than 

S:  The rug is beneath your feet. 
228.  glorious D:  wonderful; splendid; noble 

S:  We watched a glorious sunrise over Lake Huron. 
229.  stirrup D:  a ring hanging from the saddle to support the rider’s foot 

S:  He placed is foot in the stirrup. 
230.  scraping D:  rub with a sharp tool or rough material to make a smooth surface 

S:  He was scraping the paint off the wall. 
231.  trespassing D:  to make an improper inroad on a person’s presence, time, or privacy 

S:  The sign read “No Trespassing”. 
232.  reverence D:  feeling of great respect 

S:  He treated his new car with reverence. 
233.  gardener D:  one who gardens 

S:  The gardener takes special care with his roses. 
234.  partridge D:  common name for several scratching, chicken-like game birds 

S:  People hunt partridge in the fall. 
235.  bodies D:  whole physical structures of animals or persons 

S:  Thousands of human bodies crowded the arena to see the playoffs. 
236.  chasm D:  a wide opening, as in the earth 

S:  There was a large chasm between the two cliffs. 
237.  gathered D:  collected, as a harvest 

S:  The farmer gathered the watermelons. 
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238.  shriek D:  utter or make a sharp high sound or cry; a scream 
S:  A shriek of terror came from the dark mansion. 

239.  unwrapping D:  opening or undoing 
S:  I like unwrapping my birthday gifts. 

240.  intervals D:  times between events 
S:  The intervals between tennis matches got longer and longer. 

241.  lurch D:  to roll or stagger to one side 
S:  The wave caused him to lurch against the railing on the deck. 

242.  bluish D:  color like that of a clear sky 
S:  The light gave the room a bluish tint. 

243.  expensive D:  costing much; very high priced 
S:  A college education can be very expensive. 

244.  consented D:  agreed; gave approval 
S:  He consented to let his daughter borrow the car. 

245.  collected D:  brought together 
S:  The teacher collected the reports. 

246.  intervened D:  came between in order to settle or solve 
S:  Our pastor intervened in the argument. 

247.  toward D:  in the direction of 
S:  The two boys walked toward the pool. 

248.  horrid D:  terrible; dreadful; shocking 
S:  The accident was a horrid experience. 

249.  wounded D:  injured, hurt 
S:  He was wounded in the leg. 

250.  approached D:  moved near to in space, time, quality 
S:  The little girl carefully approached the dove. 

251.  embankment D:  a mound or bank raised to hold back water or for roadbeds 
S:  The car rolled down the steep embankment. 

252.  baggage D:  suitcases, boxes, trunks used in traveling 
S:  She lost her baggage during the flight. 

253.  druggist D:  one who makes or sells drugs 
S:  The druggist carefully filled my prescription. 

254.  finally D:  at the end; last 
S:  The last day of school finally came. 

255.  operation D:  performing a surgery 
S:  The heart transplant operation was very difficult. 

256.  regretted D:  felt sorry about something that was done or happened 
S:  We regretted the trick we played on her. 

257.  poisonous D:  able to destroy life or injure health 
S:  Poisonous house plants must be kept away from small children. 

258.  exhausted D:  tire very much 
S:  The hard work exhausted him. 

259.  inquired D:  asked; requested information 
S:  They inquired about the new student. 

260.  mentally D:  of or pertaining to the mind 
S:  He solved the difficult problem mentally. 

261.  whether D:  either; one or the other 
S:  She could not decide whether to go or to stay. 
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262.  accepted D:  took a thing that was offered 
S:  The principal accepted the award for the most improved school. 

263.  decorated D:  beautified 
S:  The cake was decorated with flowers. 

264.  selected D:  chosen or picked 
S:  The best student was selected to give the speech. 

265.  paragraph D:  a subdivision of a writing 
S:  The teacher assigned the first paragraph for reading. 

266.  rough D:  not smooth 
S:  The road was rough. 

267.  midst D:  middle 
S:  The little child was lost in the midst of the crowd. 

268.  appearance D:  coming in sight 
S:  The appearance of the stars was beautiful 

269.  entertained D:  to receive a guest 
S:  She politely entertained her guest. 

270.  nostrils D:  one of the external openings of the nose 
S:  Air enters our bodies through the nostrils. 

271.  tunnels D:  an underground passageway 
S:  Three tunnels wove through the mountain range. 

272.  dribbled D:  bounced a ball repeatedly 
S:  The basketball player dribbled the ball down the floor. 

273.  commotion D:  violent motion 
S:  The wind caused a big commotion. 

274.  adorable D:  loved deeply 
S:  Grandma said the little girl was adorable. 

275.  underneath D:  below; beneath 
S:  He looked for the lost book underneath his bed. 

276.  knowledge D:  information or learning 
S:  There is much knowledge to learn in school. 

277.  capsized D:  overturned 
S:  The boat capsized in the storm. 

278.  preparation D:  act of making ready for use 
S:  There was much preparation for the party 

279.  business D:  employment or trade 
S:  The storekeeper’s business was doing well. 

280.  pattering D:  quick succession of small taps or sounds 
S:  The rain was pattering on the window. 

281.  stretched D:  tightened or pulled out 
S:  The children stretched their muscles with exercise. 

282.  consisted D:  was composed of 
S:  The crowd consisted of men, women, and children. 

283.  journey D:  travel from one place to another 
S:  The journey to the moon was exciting. 

284.  experiment D:  the action or a practical test 
S:  The science experiment proved his theory. 

285.  frigid D:  very cold 
S:  January was a very frigid month. 
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286.  recipe D:  a prescription 
S:  Mother’s cake recipe was the best. 

287.  pigeons D:  any birds of the dove family 
S:  The pigeons ate bread crumbs in the park. 

288.  belongings D:  one’s possessions 
S:  He packed his belongings for the trip. 

289.  examined D:  inquired into or tested 
S:  The judge examined the evidence. 

290.  phrase D:  a small group of words forming part of a sentence 
S:  He didn’t know the meaning of the phrase. 

291.  sandwiches D:  two thin slices of break with meant, etc. between them 
S:  Mother made sandwiches for the picnic. 

292.  acquired D:  gained or obtained 
S:  The student had acquired much knowledge in school. 

293.  instead D:  in place of 
S:  They played instead of working. 

294.  beggar D:  one who asks for alms 
S:  The beggar was asking for food. 

295.  liniment D:  lotion or soft ointment 
S:  Dad rubbed liniment in his sore muscles. 

296.  invitation D:  spoken or written request for a person’s company 
S:  The girl received an invitation to the party. 

297.  revived D:  to awaken or to come back to life 
S:  The man has recently revived his old interest in sports. 

298.  meant D:  intended 
S:  He meant to give up or surrender. 

299.  abandoned D:  to give up or to surrender 
S:  He abandoned his old home. 

300.  knives D:  cutting instruments 
S:  Mother sharpened all of her old knives. 

301.  giraffe D:  an African animal with a spotted coat and very long neck and legs 
S:  The giraffe was too tall for the barn. 

302.  trifle D:  anything of little value or importance 
S:  That soup is a trifle salty. 

303.  humility D:  free from pride 
S:  Christians pray for humility. 

304.  powdered D:  to sprinkle with powder 
S:  The lady powdered her face. 

305.  mention D:  to notice or name 
S:  She will mention the problem at the meeting. 

306.  challenge D:  an invitation to a contest 
S:  David accepted Goliath’s challenge to fight. 

307.  radiator D:  an apparatus for heating rooms 
S:  The radiator heated the room comfortably. 

308.  professor D:  a teacher in a university 
S:  The professor gave a big assignment. 

309.  niece D:  the daughter of a brother or sister 
S:  My niece came to visit me. 
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310.  absolution D:  a remission of sin after confession 
S:  The pastor assures us of complete absolution for our sins. 

311.  particular D:  relating to a single person or thing, not general 
S:  The man wanted a particular golf club. 

312.  supposed D: accepted as a possible fact 
S:  The little boy is supposed to do his homework. 

313.  directory D:  a book containing directions or alphabetically arranged names 
S:  We received our new telephone directory. 

314.  laughable D:  comical or funny 
S:  That was a laughable joke. 

315.  penetrate D:  to enter into or pierce 
S:  The arrow will penetrate the bullseye. 

316.  transom D:  a window over a doorway 
S:  We could look out the transom only while standing on a chair. 

317.  scared D:  frightened 
S:  The little child was scared of the dark. 

318.  balcony D:  a platform projecting from a building 
S:  The choir sang from the church balcony. 

319.  renowned D:  famous or well known 
S:  The renowned singer performed for us. 

320.  comprehend D:  to understand 
S:  The student could not comprehend the assignment. 

321.  exterior D:  the outer surface 
S:  We painted the exterior of the house. 

322.  wandered D:  journeying here and there 
S:  The Children of Israel wandered the desert for forty years. 

323.  elevated D:  lifted up 
S:  He had to keep his broken leg elevated. 

324.  worried D:  troubled or anxious 
S:  The parents worried when their child was late. 

325.  cottage D:  a small house in the country or at a resort 
S:  We stayed in a cottage while on our fishing trip. 

326.  authority D:  legal power or right 
S:  Police have the authority to enforce traffic laws. 

327.  denial D:  a flat contradiction 
S:  Jesus predicted Peter’s denial of Him. 

328.  circular D:  round, in the form of a circle 
S:  The roller rink is a circular room. 

329.  wealthy D:  having riches 
S:  The wealthy lady bought an expensive car. 

330.  lecture D:  a discourse or a speech on any subject 
S:  We heard a lecture on manners. 

331.  rescued D:  freed from danger 
S:  The man was rescued from the fire. 

332.  instruments D:  tools, implements or means of producing musical sounds 
S:  The band played many different instruments. 

333.  majority D:  more than half 
S:  The majority of students wanted less homework. 
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334.  treasure D:  that which has great value or worth 
S:  Friendship is a treasure. 

335.  cinders D:  the remains of burned coal 
S:  Cinderella sat among the ashes and cinders. 

336.  article D:  a literary composition 
S:  She read the article in the newspaper. 

337.  pertaining D:  belonging to; concerning 
S:  We saw a movie pertaining to health. 

338.  weary D:  tired, bored 
S:  The weary travelers welcomed a rest. 

339.  extravagant D:  expensive; wasteful 
S:  The wealthy man bought extravagant clothes. 

340.  elephant D:  a large four footed animal having a long flexible trunk 
S:  The circus elephant did many tricks. 

341.  impudent D:  rude 
S:  The impudent child was very disrespectful. 

342.  although D:  Admitting that 
S:  Although the outside needed paint, the inside was beautiful. 

343.  sacrament D:  a sacred act instituted by Christ 
S:  Baptism is a sacrament. 

344.  alibi D:  an excuse or plea that one was elsewhere when a crime was committed 
S:  The prisoner had an alibi for the time of the crime. 

345.  bargain D:  an agreement between parties buying and selling 
S:  The shopper thought the price of the article was a bargain. 

346.  perilous D:  dangerous 
S:  Mountain climbing can be perilous. 

347.  failure D:  the act of not succeeding in doing or getting something 
S:  She was disappointed at her failure to get on the swimming team. 

348.  fiddled D:  to play a violin 
S:  He fiddled and everyone danced. 

349.  internal D:  having to do with the inside; on the inside; interior 
S:  The stomach and kidneys are internal organs of the body. 

350.  hastened D:  moved quickly; speeded up; hurried 
S:  The medicine hastened the recovery of the sick boy. 

351.  obscured D:  hard to understand; not clearly expressed; not easily seen 
S:  Fog obscured the moon. 

352.  apostle D:  an early follower of Christ 
S:  John was called the apostle whom Christ loved. 

353.  awakened D:  to wake up 
S:  He awakened when the dog barked. 

354.  detective D:  person who searches for information to solve crimes 
S: Bob pictures himself as a famous detective. 

355.  double D:  twice as many or as much 
S:  People stood in a double line in front of the theater. 

356.  pleasant D:  giving pleasure 
S:  It was cool and pleasant by the lake. 

357.  revenue D:  money that is made from property or other investments 
S:  The company’s revenue rose last year. 
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358.  formally D:  very stiff and proper 
S:  The teacher spoke so formally that the students were afraid of him. 

359.  religion D:  belief in our worship of God 
S:  Frank’s religion is not the same as Shelly’s. 

360.  inventor D:  a person who invents 
S:  Alfred Nobel was the inventor of dynamite. 

361.  guardian D:  a person chosen by law to take care of someone else 
S:  After the baby’s parents died, her uncle became her guardian. 

362.  baptism D:  a religious ceremony of applying water to a person 
S:  A sign of being admitted into the Christian church is the rite of baptism. 

363.  further D:  to help forward; support 
S:  The United Nations was formed to further the cause of peace. 

364.  heaviest D:  having the greatest weight 
S:  Ron’s desk was the heaviest in the room. 

365.  swallowed D:  to cause food to pass from the mouth to the stomach 
S:  Ruth swallowed her milk quickly when the bell rang. 

366.  telescope D:  an instrument that makes distant objects seem larger and nearer 
S:  A telescope is very useful for studying the starts and planets. 

367.  borrowed D:  used something from another person for a short while 
S:  We borrowed books from the library. 

368.  tension D:  mental or emotional strain 
S:  He was under a great deal of tension. 

369.  messages D:  words sent from one person or group to another 
S:  The president’s messages were broadcast over the radio. 

370.  curious D:  eager to learn about things that are new, strange, or interesting 
S:  I was really curious to know more about the cuckoo. 

371.  sickening D:  causing nausea or disgust; revolting 
S:  The odor from the factory was sickening. 

372.  replenish D:  to fill up again; restock 
S:  The storekeeper will have to replenish his supply of lettuce. 

373.  facing D:  have or turn the face toward  
S:  We will all be facing the camera. 

374.  diamonds D:  colorless minerals formed of carbon crystals 
S:  Diamonds are used in industry for cutting and grinding. 

375.  carelessness D:  not paying close enough attention to what one is doing or saying 
S:  Joan’s carelessness caused her to trip and fall on the stairs. 

376.  necessary D:  that which cannot be done without; required 
S:  Proper food and rest are necessary for good health. 

377.  steadily D:  continuing without a break or change 
S:  They gained steadily in speed until they reached the truck. 

378.  cemetery D:  place for burying the dead 
S:  Many brave soldiers are buried in that cemetery. 

379.  encampment D:  making of a camp; settlement in a camp 
S:  The Indian encampment was neat and orderly. 

380.  expedition D:  a journey made for a particular reason 
S:  The scientists made an expedition to Alaska for research. 

381.  assortment D:  a collection of different things 
S:  That store carries a large assortment of sports equipment. 
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382.  gnats D:  small flies 
S:  Some gnats bite and suck blood from people and animals. 

383.  worsted D:  yarn made from long, closely twisted wool strands 
S:  The imported suit was made from worsted wool. 

384.  miraculous D:  able to perform wonders; marvelous 
S:  The light bulb was a miraculous invention. 

385.  emperor D:  a man who is ruler over a country 
S:  The emperor can be seen only with special permission. 

386.  scrambling D:  to force one’s way by use of the hands and feet 
S:  Everyone was scrambling to be the first to reach the summit. 

387.  pearly D:  like pearl or mother of pearl 
S:  The pearly button was really made of plastic. 

388.  sympathy D:  the ability to share and understand the sorrows of others 
S:  Bill had sympathy for the hurt dog. 

389.  treacherous D:  disloyal or dangerous 
S:  The treacherous man betrayed his country to the enemy. 

390.  immensely D:  enormously; huge 
S:  The grand opening was immensely successful. 

391.  attracted D:  to draw to oneself or itself 
S:  the magnet attracted the iron filings. 

392.  chocolate D:  a sweet substance made from cacao seeds 
S:  The candy was made out of chocolate. 

393.  seventeenth D:  the one following the sixteenth 
S:  She was the seventeenth person in line. 

394.  cruising D:  sailing from place to place, as for pleasure 
S:  They went cruising across the lake in their boat. 

395.  diameter D:  the width of a circle through the center 
S:  The diameter of the circle was three feet. 

396.  senior D:  student in the last year of a high school or college 
S:  Bill was a senior in high school. 

397.  disease D:  condition of not being healthy; illness in general 
S:  She had a disease that could not be cured. 

398.  possibly D:  perhaps; maybe 
S:  It will possibly snow today. 

399.  cashier D:  person who takes in or pays out money 
S:  I gave the cashier at the store my money. 

400.  humorous D:  funny; amusing; comical 
S:  The comedy was very humorous. 

401.  companion D:  one who spends much time with another or others in work, play, etc. 
S:  My wife is my companion for life. 

402.  insurance D:  an insuring against lost by fire, accident, death, etc. 
S:  She bought a life insurance policy. 

403.  received D:  to take or get something 
S:  He received his paycheck at the end of the week. 

404.  impossible D:  not capable of being, being done, or happening 
S:  It is impossible for us to save ourselves from eternal death. 

405.  sorrowful D:  feeling, causing, or expressing sorrow; sad 
S:  The disciples were sorrowful when Jesus was crucified. 
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406.  response D:  something said or done in answer; reply; reaction 
S:  Jesus said nothing in response to Herod’s questions. 

407.  entrance D:  a place for entering; door; gate 
S:  The disciples went through the south entrance into the city. 

408.  distance D:  space between two points 
S:  They traveled a great distance to see the baby Jesus. 

409.  yesterday D:  the day before today 
S:  Yesterday, we went to church. 

410.  umbrella D:  cloth or plastic stretched over a frame at the top of a stick 
S:  She took her umbrella because it was going to rain. 

411.  suburb D:  a district or town on the outskirts of a city 
S:  We lived in a suburb of New York City. 

412.  rumbling D:  making a deep, heavy rolling sound, as thunder 
S:  We heard the thunder rumbling in the distance. 

413.  remnants D:  what is left over; remainder 
S:  She used the cloth remnants to make napkins. 

414.  hitched D:  fastened with a hook, knot, strap, etc. 
S:  They hitched the wagon to the horses. 

415.  drowned D:  to die by being kept under water so that one cannot breathe 
S:  The small child drowned after falling out of the boat. 

416.  reminded D:  to put in min; cause to remember 
S:  The teacher reminded the students about the field trip. 

417.  destroyed D:  torn down; demolished 
S:  Jesus destroyed the power of the devil. 

418.  meadow D:  a piece of grassland whose grass is grown for use as hay 
S:  The cows were grazing in the meadow. 

419.  midget D:  very small person 
S:  He was a midget who entertained people for a living. 

420.  enjoyable D:  giving or capable of giving enjoyment; pleasurable 
S:  Singing hymns is very enjoyable. 

421.  visible D:  that which can be seen 
S:  The plane was visible about the horizon. 

422.  hatchet D:  a small ax with a short handle for use with one hand 
S:  He used a hatchet to chop the fire wood. 

423.  shoulder D:  the joint connecting the arm or forelimb with the body 
S:  He hurt his shoulder when he threw the ball. 

424.  bordered D:  be next to 
S:  Canada has bordered the United States for over 200 years. 

425.  occupy D:  to take possession of by settlement or seizure 
S:  The army will occupy the fortified city. 

426.  tramped D:  to walk with heavy steps 
S:  The soldiers tramped through the mud. 

427.  hourly D:  done or happening every hour or during an hour 
S:  He was supposed to call home hourly. 

428.  different D:  not alike 
S:  The brothers were different in many ways. 

429.  dreadful D:  inspiring dread; terrible; awesome 
S:  The crucifixion of Jesus was dreadful. 
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430.  interesting D:  exciting interest, curiosity, or attention 
S:  The sermon was very interesting 

431.  community D:  all the people living in a particular district, city, etc. 
S:  They lived in a small farming community. 

432.  alphabet D:  the letters of a language, arranged in a traditional order 
S:  She memorized the alphabet backwards and forwards. 

433.  preserves D:  to keep from harm, damage, etc.; protect 
S:  Our Heavenly Father still preserves us. 

434.  bandaged D:  to put a bandage on 
S:  The mother bandaged her son’s cut. 

435.  material D:  of matter; relating to or consisting of what occupies space 
S:  Of what kind of material was the dress made? 

436.  candidates D:  persons who are nominated by others for office 
S:  Who are the candidates for President this year? 

437.  afford D:  to have enough to pay for an item 
S:  She could not afford to buy that car. 

438.  inning D:  the period of play in which a team has a turn at bat 
S:  They came to bat in the sixth inning. 

439.  exclaimed D:  to cry out; speak or say suddenly and excitedly 
S:  “Watch out!” he exclaimed. 

440.  biscuits D:  quick breads baked in small pieces 
S:  We had biscuits with the chicken. 

441.  required D:  to ask or insist upon 
S:  We are required to write in complete sentences. 

442.  funeral D:  the ceremony connected with the burial of the dead 
S:  We attended the funeral for our neighbor. 

443.  vicinity D:  being near or close by 
S:  The car drove in the vicinity of the police station. 

444.  desert D:  a dry, barren, sandy region 
S:  There are some flowers that grow in the desert. 

445.  ordained D:  to appoint as a minister, priest, or rabbi 
S:  The pastor was ordained at a special church service. 

446.  spinach D:  a plant with large, dark green leaves, usually eaten cooked 
S:  We had spinach last night for supper. 

447.  vacuum D:  space with nothing at all in it 
S:  In outer space, it is a vacuum. 

448.  amusement D:  the condition of being amused 
S:  They hired a clown for their amusement. 

449.  academy D:  a private secondary or high school 
S:  He went to a Lutheran academy for high school. 

450.  provisions D:  a providing or supplying 
S:  They made provisions for the long winter months. 

451.  zigzagged D:  a series of short, sharp angels or turns in alternate directions 
S:  They zigzagged back and forth across the field. 

452.  reference D:  a mention or allusion to something 
S:  She made a reference to the accident in her letter. 

453.  patrolled D:  to make regular, repeated trips around as if guarding 
S:  The policeman patrolled the area every night. 
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454.  comrades D:  close friends; companions 
S:  The soldiers were comrades. 

455.  uncomfortable D:  not comfortable; feeling discomfort 
S:  Standing for a long time becomes uncomfortable. 

456.  dynamite D:  a powerful explosive made of nitroglycerin 
S:  They used dynamite to blow up the building. 

457.  scarcely D:  hardly; barely; only just 
S:  I can scarcely hear you. 

458.  thirtieth D: coming after twenty-nine others in a series 
S:  It was his thirtieth birthday. 

459.  factories D:  buildings in which things are manufactured 
S:  They visited many factories where cars are made 

460.  greenness D:  having the color of growing grass 
S:  The rain brought back the greenness of the grass. 

461.  confirmation D:  a Christian ceremony admitting a person to full church membership 
S:  Every young Christian looks forward to his confirmation. 

462.  averted D:  to turn away 
S:  She averted her eyes from the accident. 

463.  demonstration D:  making evident or proving 
S:  He did a demonstration to show how the planets move. 

464.  temperature D:  the degree of hotness or coldness of anything 
S:  What is the temperature outside right now? 

465.  portable D:  that which can be carried 
S:  She was carrying a portable radio. 

466.  choosing D:  to pick out; take as a choice; select 
S:  He had trouble choosing the right answer. 

467.  referring D:  to relate or apply to 
S:  He was referring to an earlier event. 

468.  unfortunately D:  having bad luck; unlucky 
S:  Unfortunately, he struck out for the third out in the inning. 

469.  debater D:  one who discusses opposing reasons; one who argues 
S:  He was a debater for our school debate team. 

470.  squirrels D:  a group of small rodents having a long, bushy tail 
S:  They saw many squirrels in the forest. 

471.  reservation D:  a reserving or the thing reserved 
S:  They made a reservation at the hotel for tonight. 

472.  tobacco D:  those leaves, prepared for smoking, chewing, or for use as snuff 
S:  Smoking tobacco is bad for your health. 

473.  rejoicing D:  to be glad or happy 
S:  The shepherds were rejoicing at the birth of Jesus. 

474.  condenser D:  an apparatus for converting gases or vapors to a liquid state 
S:  The condenser in our freezer was broken. 

475.  attendant D:  one who attends or serves 
S:  He was an attendant at the zoo. 

476.  mystery D:  something unexplained, unknown, or kept secret 
S:  The Holy Trinity is a mystery to us Christians. 

477.  trousers D:  pants 
S:  He put on his trousers before he went to work. 
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478.  dozed D:  to sleep lightly or fitfully; be half asleep 
S:  The student dozed during the lecture. 

479.  millionaire D:  a person worth at least a million dollars 
S:  A millionaire donated some of his money to his church. 

480.  tragedy D:  very said or tragic event 
S:  The death of the young athlete was a tragedy. 

481.  barely D:  scarcely; scantily 
S:  She barely escaped injury. 

482.  talkative D:  talking; fond of talking a great deal 
S:  The students were very talkative. 

483.  adjusted D:  to change so as to fit, conform, make suitable 
S:  He adjusted the stirrup for the small child. 

484.  yielded D:  to produce 
S:  The orchard yielded a good crop. 

485.  acres D:  a measure of land; 43,560 square feet 
S:  The farmer owned 1,000 acres of land. 

486.  nineteen D:  nine more than ten 
S:  He had nineteen brothers and sisters. 

487.  championship D:  the position or title of a champion 
S:  The two teams were playing for the championship. 

488.  microphone D:  an instrument that converts sound waves into electric signals 
S:  The newscaster dropped his microphone. 

489.  scrubbing D:  to clean or wash by rubbing hard 
S:  She kept scrubbing the floor to try and get it clean. 

490.  quarter D:  any of the four equal part of something; a fourth 
S:  They had played a quarter of the game. 

491.  groceries D:  the food and supplies sold at a grocery store 
S:  She bought groceries at the corner market 

492.  operator D:  one who operates; a person who bring something about; agent 
S:  The telephone operator transferred the call. 

493.  garage D:  a closed shelter for automobiles 
S:  He parked the car in the garage. 

494.  popular D:  like by many people 
S:  He was a very popular politician. 

495.  sanctify D:  to make holy; to set apart as holy 
S:  The Holy Spirit will sanctify you through baptism. 

496.  opinion D:  a belief based on what seems to be true but is not proven 
S:  What is your opinion about last night’s game? 

497.  entered D:  to come or go into 
S:  They entered the church through the main door. 

498.  nickel D:  a U.S. coin equal to 5 cents 
S:  She got a nickel back in change. 

499.  answered D:  to reply to in some way 
S:  When her mom called, the girl answered right away. 

500.  rubbish D:  any material thrown away as worthless; trash 
S:  They threw all their rubbish into the trash can. 

501.  bothered D:  to worry; trouble; annoy 
S:  He was bothered by the strange sound outside. 
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502.  fountain D:  a natural spring of water 
S:  The girl threw a coin into the fountain. 

503.  bridle D:  to put reins on 
S:  How do you bridle a horse? 

504.  intended D:  to have in mind as a purpose; plan 
S:  He intended to leave tomorrow. 

505.  wondered D:  to feel wonder; marvel 
S:  He wondered at the magnificent creation of God’s. 

506.  thereafter D:  after that; from then on 
S:  Thereafter, the disciples did not see Jesus. 

507.  flask D:  any small bottle with a narrow neck, often used in laboratories 
S:  The scientist poured the solution into the flask. 

508.  wrench D:  any of a number of tools used for turning nuts, bolts, pipes, etc. 
S:  He used a wrench to loosen the bolt. 

509.  governor D:  a person who governs 
S:  Who is the governor of Michigan? 

510.  astounded D:  to bewilder with sudden surprise; astonish greatly; amaze 
S:  The people were astounded when Jesus healed the blind man. 

511.  remedy D:  any medicine or treatment that cures or relieves a disease 
S:  Faith in Jesus as our Savior is the remedy for sin. 

512.  paradise D:  the place of the saved after death; heaven 
S:  We will be in paradise forever with Jesus. 

513.  happened D:  to take place; occur 
S:  What happened after Jesus rose from the dead? 

514.  column D:  a slender upright structure; pillar 
S:  The column was holding up the building. 

515.  incline D:  to lean; slope; slant 
S:  Does the chimney incline to the left? 

516.  exhibit D:  to show; display 
S:  He came to exhibit his carvings at the hobby show. 

517.  doctrine D:  something taught; teachings 
S:  We believe in the doctrine of justification by faith alone. 

518.  citizen D:  a member of a state or nation who owes allegiance to it 
S:  Paul was a roman citizen. 

519.  bicycle D:  a vehicle consisting of a metal frame mounted on two wheels 
S:  He rode his bicycle to school every day. 

520.  permission D:  the act of permitting; formal consent 
S:  He had my permission to go if he wanted to. 

521.  fierce D:  of a violently cruel nature; savage 
S:  The wild dog was very fierce looking. 

522.  familiar D:  friendly, informal, or intimate 
S:  The two boys were familiar with each other. 

523.  wharf D:  a platform built near the shore, where ships can dock 
S:  The ship docked at the wharf to unload its cargo. 

524.  previous D:  occurring before in time or order; earlier 
S:  That must have occurred at a previous meeting. 

525.  terrific D:  unusually great; intense 
S:  What was that terrific noise outside the window? 
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526.  extremely D:  at the end or outermost point; very severe; drastic 
S:  The trick is extremely dangerous. 

527.  uniform D:  the special clothes worn by the members of a particular group 
S:  The policeman put on his uniform before he went to work. 

528.  resolved D:  to cause to decide 
S:  He was resolved to get his homework done. 

529.  summit D:  the top 
S:  I reached the summit of the mountain. 

530.  forbade D:  to rule against; prohibit 
S:  The teacher forbade the use of pens for penmanship class. 

531.  breathe D:  to take air into the lungs 
S:  Do not try to breathe under water. 

532.  strained D:  to put through a sieve 
S:  The baby food was strained. 

533.  satisfied D:  to be contented 
S:  The teacher was satisfied with my book report. 

534.  miserable D:  to be very unhappy; sad 
S:  Having the flu makes you feel miserable. 

535.  unnoticed D:  unseen; not given attention 
S:  The dog was unnoticed by the dog catcher. 

536.  sandals D:  a type of open shoe 
S:  Jesus probably wore sandals on His feet. 

537.  comfortable D:  at ease in body or mind 
S:  I am comfortable in a sleeping bag. 

538.  imprison D:  to be confined unwillingly 
S:  They must imprison people who will not obey the law. 

539.  register D:  record of names 
S:  I signed the register at the hotel. 

540.  shaky D:  wobbly; unstable; not firm or secure 
S:  The leg of the table is shaky. 

541.  tattoo D:  to puncture the skin with a needle and make pictures 
S:  The sailor had a tattoo on his arm. 

542.  controlled D:  to have the power of ruling or regulating 
S:  The army controlled the tiny country. 

543.  smallpox D:  highly contagious viral disease 
S:  Smallpox killed many Native Americans. 

544.  reality D:  fact of becoming real 
S:  They discussed the reality of heaven. 

545.  stewardship D:  the managing of one’s time or money 
S:  A Christian’s stewardship means putting God’s work first. 

546.  foreign D:  situated outside one’s own country or locality 
S:  He visited a foreign country on his vacation. 

547.  agenda D:  a list of things to be dealt with at a meeting 
S:  We followed the agenda that as prepared by the president. 

548.  engineer D:  an operator of engines or technical equipment 
S:  He had been a train engineer all of his life. 

549.  lasso D:  a long rope with a sliding noose at one end, used to catch cattle 
S:  He used a lasso to catch the wild horse. 
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550.  damnation D:  a damning or being damned 
S:  Because of our sins, we deserve eternal damnation. 

551.  tenement D:  a house where people live 
S:  The family lived in a tenement in a New York City slum. 

552.  shield D:  a broad piece of armor carried in the hand, used to ward off blows 
S:  The soldier dropped his shield during the battle. 

553.  investigate D:  to research into so as to learn the facts 
S:  The detective had to investigate all the leads to solve the crime. 

554.  orchard D:  an area of land where fruit trees or nut trees are grown 
S:  They had to irrigate the orchard during the drought. 

555.  ability D:  a being able; power to do something 
S:  We should all use our God-given ability to help others. 

556.  military D:  of, for, fit for, or done by soldiers or the armed forces 
S:  We had to use military force to put down the riot. 

557.  comedy D:  a drama or narrative with a happy ending 
S:  The comedy we watched last night made us laugh. 

558.  account D:  to make satisfactory amends for 
S:  Joe was made to account for his crime. 

559.  unruly D:  hard to control 
S:  The class was very unruly. 

560.  everlasting D:  without end; eternity 
S:  Heaven will be everlasting. 

561.  dreary D:  gloomy; cheerless 
S:  The rainy day was dreary. 

562.  conceal D:  to put out of sight; hide 
S:  The boy tried to conceal his amusement. 

563.  declared D:  to make clearly known 
S:  God has declared all men not guilty for Jesus’ sake. 

564.  spiritual D:  of the spirit 
S:  We sang a spiritual song. 

565.  quarry D:  place where stone, marble, or slate is excavated 
S:  The trucks drove into the quarry. 

566.  ought D:  to have the duty 
S:  He ought to pay his bills on time. 

567.  trolley D:  streetcar 
S:  We rode the trolley in San Francisco. 

568.  noiselessly D:  without making a noise 
S:  The fan blew noiselessly. 

569.  convinced D:  to overcome the doubt; persuaded 
S:  I am convinced that Jesus in my Savior. 

570.  yacht D:  a large boat for pleasure cruises 
S:  The millionaire went on his yacht for the weekend. 

571.  berries D:  variety of small fruits found on bushes or trees 
S:  We spent the morning picking berries for pie. 

572.  proclaimed D:  make an announcement 
S:  The good news of Jesus’s birth was proclaimed by the angels. 

573.  conqueror D:  the victor 
S:  Jesus is the conqueror over sin, death, and the devil. 
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574.  irregular D:  not according to established rule or method 
S:  On vacation, we ate at irregular times. 

575.  additional D:  more; extra; added 
S:  You will have additional homework tomorrow. 

576.  squarely D:  firmly; solidly 
S:  She hit me squarely on the nose. 

577.  orphan D:  a child whose parents are dead 
S:  The poor little girl was an orphan. 

578.  linen D:  thread or cloth made of flax 
S:  The sheets were made of linen. 

579.  rehearsal D:  a practice performance of a play, concert, etc. 
S:  The band had one last rehearsal before the concert. 

580.  capture D:  a taking by force, surprise, or skill 
S:  How will we capture the fort? 

581.  ushered D:  to show the way to or conduct others to seats 
S:  He ushered us to our seats at the theater. 

582.  saddest D:  most unhappy; most sorrowful 
S:  The day Jesus died was the saddest day for His disciples. 

583.  customers D:  persons who buy, especially those who buy at a particular store 
S:  There were many customers shopping at Meijers yesterday. 

584.  nevertheless D:  in spite of that; nonetheless; however 
S:  They were losing the game; nevertheless, they kept trying. 

585.  whiskers D:  the hair growing on a man’s face 
S:  The whiskers on his face were very prickly. 

586.  mansion D:  a large stately house 
S:  The rich man lived all alone in his mansion. 

587.  rogue D:  vagabond or tramp; a scoundrel 
S:  The old man riding on the train was a rogue. 

588.  transportation D:  a means or a system of carrying things 
S:  There was a good transportation system in our town. 

589.  righteous D:  acting justly; doing what is right; upright 
S:  We have been made righteous through the blood of Jesus. 

590.  formerly D:  at or in a former or earlier time; in the past 
S:  Iran was formerly called Persia. 

591.  thieves D:  persons who steal, especially in secret 
S:  There were several thieves waiting in the dark alley. 

592.  discouraged D:  to cause to lose courage or confidence; dishearten 
S:  The singer was discouraged by the lack of applause. 

593.  frightened D:  to cause to feel fright; make suddenly afraid; scare 
S:  The ghost frightened the children during the night. 

594.  admiral D:  the commanding officer of a navy or fleet 
S:  He was admiral during World War II. 

595.  centuries D:  periods of 100 years 
S:  How many centuries ago did Christ live here on this earth? 

596.  starry D:  set or marked with stars 
S:  It was a beautiful starry night. 

597.  varying D:  differing or changing 
S:  The light shone with varying degrees of brightness. 
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598.  despair D:  to have lost hope; to be without hope 
S:  The despair of the disciples was evident when Jesus was put into the 

grave. 
599.  dandelion D:  a common weed with jagged leaves and yellow flowers 

S:  There was just one dandelion growing in my front yard. 
600.  incident D:  liable to happen; a happening; an event; an occurrence 

S:  The incident was scary for a while. 
601.  emergencies D:  unexpected happenings or conditions calling for prompt action 

S:  A good leader needs the ability to deal with emergencies. 
602.  hammock D:  a swinging couch or bed hung from the ends by rope 

S:  The old lady lay on a hammock that hung from the ceiling. 
603.  collided D:  to come into violent contact; crash 

S:  The truck and car collided and caused a scene. 
604.  offered D:  to suggest; propose; to bid 

S:  The lady offered to pay ten dollars for the picture. 
605.  notify D:  to give notice to; inform 

S:  Please notify me when the present is ready. 
606.  cushion D:  a pillow or pad; something that absorbs shock 

S:  The chair had a nice thick cushion. 
607.  rustling D:  to move with energy or speed 

S:  The leaves went rustling through the yard. 
608.  situation D:  location; position; or place 

S:  The new job put us in a difficult situation. 
609.  hurrying D:  to move or send with haste; rush 

S:  Everyone was hurrying to buy World Series tickets. 
610.  usually D:  habit; commonly or ordinarily used; normal 

S:  We are usually on time for school. 
611.  occurred D:  to take place; appear; happen 

S:  The horrible flood occurred two years ago. 
612.  grateful D:  thankful; welcome 

S:  He was grateful for all the gifts he received. 
613.  narrative D:  a story account 

S:  The book was a narrative about the person’s life. 
614.  creatures D:  living beings, animals or human 

S:  There are a lot of strange creatures in the world. 
615.  earliest D:  near the beginning; before the usual or expected time 

S:  The earliest you should arrive is 6 p.m. 
616.  smothered D:  to keep from getting air; suffocate 

S:  They smothered the fire in the grass. 
617.  assuredly D:  safe; sure; certain; convinced 

S:  I most assuredly will practice for the recital. 
618.  parallel D:  lying or moving the same distance apart 

S:  The highway is parallel to the river. 
619.  orchestra D:  group of players of various musical instruments 

S:  The orchestra was very good. 
620.  according D:  in order of 

S:  The students were seated according to age. 
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621.  exercise D:  bodily exertion for sake of health 
S:  Walking is a good exercise. 

622.  supervision D:  management 
S:  His job was to oversee the children’s supervision. 

623.  arising D:  to occur 
S:  A dispute was arising between the leaders. 

624.  peaceful D:  calm and quiet 
S:  The countryside was very peaceful. 

625.  shelves D:  usually long narrow pieces of board or metal fastened to the wall 
S:  The shelves on the wall are to put books on. 

626.  described D:  to write to tell about; to give an account of 
S:  Sue described the moon to the class. 

627.  loveliest D:  delicately beautiful 
S:  Katie’s dress was the loveliest at the party. 

628.  managed D:  control and direct 
S:  The team had been managed by the same person for many years. 

629.  hospital D:  an institution where sick and injured are given medical care 
S:  The hospital has helped many people. 

630.  canary D:  any of various small birds largely yellow in color 
S:  Are you going to get a canary? 

631.  language D:  speech of humans 
S:  I don’t speak a foreign language. 

632.  personally D:  in person 
S:  I personally will attend the meeting. 

633.  encased D: to enclose 
S:  The jewels were encased in a box. 

634.  triune D:  three in one 
S:  Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are triune. 

635.  regular D:  properly fitted or qualified 
S:   Yesterday he was admitted as a regular member. 

636.  artificial  D:  not a natural substance 
S:  The artificial flowers were made of plastic. 

637.  weird D:  unnatural; ghostly; strange 
S:  A weird nose came from the old run down house. 

638.  postpone D:  to put off until some later time 
S:  They had to postpone the game because of rain. 

639.  bawling D:  a shout or cry 
S:  The little girl was bawling for her mother. 

640.  static D:  random noise produced in a receiver such as a hissing or cracking 
S:  The static on the radio prevented us from hearing the music. 

641.  muscles D:  body tissues which aid the body in movement 
S:  The girl had to use her muscles to pull the rope from the ground. 

642.  impressed D:  commanded respectful attention 
S:  I was very impressed by his politeness. 

643.  emerged D:  suddenly appeared; came into view 
S:  The cat quickly emerged on the porch when the guests arrived. 

644.  bearing D:  posture or attitude 
S:  The new kid has a mean bearing. 
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645.  stolen D:  take without right 
S:  My ball glove has been stolen! 

646.  scientists D:  a person versed in science or engaged in scientific work 
S:  The scientists have been working on a cure for the common cold. 

647.  average D:  typical or ordinary 
S:  The thief was described as being of average height. 

648.  murderer D:  someone who commits murder or kills unlawfully 
S:  The police could not identify the mysterious murderer. 

649.  happily D:  in a happy way as to laugh 
S:  She went out to do the raking, smiling happily. 

650.  discovered D:  perceive for the first time 
S:  The cat discovered the new toy. 

651.  remainder D:  the part that remains; the number remaining 
S:  Some went by bus; the remainder went by train. 

652.  marshmallows D:  sweet spongy confection 
S:  The children had marshmallows in their hot chocolate. 

653.  whittled D:  cut or carved as from wood 
S:  The man whittled a heart into the tree. 

654.  perfectly D:  flawless and complete 
S:  The homework was done perfectly. 

655.  privilege D:  special right or benefit belonging to a person 
S:  Freedom of speech is a privilege Americans have. 

656.  chariot D:  a two wheeled horse drawn vehicle 
S:  In Jesus’ time, a roman soldier might have driven a chariot. 

657.  director D:  one who supervises or commands 
S:  The director supervised both the choir and the band. 

658.  terrier D:  a small hunting dog 
S:  Uncle Joe took his terrier hunting with him. 

659.  occupants D:  those who take possession of 
S:  The letter came to the house addressed to the occupants. 

660.  decided D:  made a judgement or choice 
S:  The judge decided the defendant was guilty. 

661.  spectacles D: eyeglasses to help you see 
S:  The old man who couldn’t see well wore spectacles. 

662.  probably D:  likely to happen 
S:  When the clouds get dark, it will probably rain. 

663.  changeable D:  capable of change; alterable 
S:  April weather is changeable. 

664.  plentiful D:  in abundant supply 
S:  Grapes are plentiful in Europe. 

665.  visitors D:  those who visit 
S:  Visitors from New England arrived last night. 

666.  quantities D:  large amounts or numbers 
S:  She owns quantities of books. 

667.  jealously D:  in a manner showing dislike or fear of rivals; envy 
S:  Kate acted jealously toward Mary because she received a gift. 

668.  bewildered D:  completely confused; puzzled 
S:  The little girl was bewildered by the crowds and noises. 
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669.  violent D:  acting done with strong rough force 
S:  The man was hit with a violent blow. 

670.  concerning D:  on the subject of 
S:  The policeman asked many questions concerning the accident. 

671.  skeleton D:  the frame of bones that supports the body 
S:  Everyone has a skeleton inside their body. 

672.  tongue D:  the moveable piece of flesh in the mouth 
S:  Johnny let the sugary treat rest on his tongue before swallowing. 

673.  vehicle D:  any conveyance used on land 
S:  My mother’s vehicle is a station wagon. 

674.  excel D:  to be or do better than 
S:  You seem to excel in running. 

675.  horizon D:  the line where the earth and the sky seem to meet 
S:  The sun was setting on the horizon. 

676.  vegetables D:  plants whose fruit, seeds, leaves, or roots are used for food 
S:  We had vegetables for dinner. 

677.  appointed D:  name for an office or position 
S:  We appointed him as president of the sports club. 

678.  heartily D:  with good appetite 
S:  She ate very heartily. 

679.  sunshiny D:  having much light 
S:  It was a sunshiny day. 

680.  scissors D:  a tool or instrument used for cutting 
S:  She needed the scissors to cut the paper. 

681.  procedure D:  a way or method of doing things 
S:  Everyone has a different procedure for warming up. 

682.  venturesome D:  inclined to take risks 
S:  His venturesome spirit often got him into trouble. 

683.  violin D:  a musical instrument with four strings played with a bow 
S:  Jack plays the violin. 

684.  whoops D:  a series of loud noises 
S:  The toy spun and made loud whoops as it twisted. 

685.  remember D:  to call back to mind 
S:  He had to remember he had a test today. 

686.  equipment D:  the implements used in an operation or activity 
S:  They used the equipment for building bridges. 

687.  expected D:  to think something should have happened 
S:  They expected them for dinner. 

688.  insistent D:  to make a strong demand 
S:  He is insistent and not likely to change his mind. 

689.  comical D:  something pertaining to comedy 
S:  The act was very comical. 

690.  slippery D:  causing one to slide or fall 
S:  The newly waxed floor is slippery. 

691.  whereupon D:  upon which 
S:  The skies darkened, whereupon, the fireworks started. 

692.  period D:  a punctuation point at the end of a declarative sentence 
S:  She forgot the period at the end of her sentence. 
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693.  merrily D:  to do something cheerfully 
S:  He merrily took his walk through the woods. 

694.  foliage D:  the leaves of a plant or tree 
S:  The foliage of the forest was beautiful. 

695.  grieved D:  to cause grief or sorrow 
S:  It grieved the father to punish the son. 

696.  remission D:  the act of freeing from just punishment 
S:  Christ’s body and blood were shed for the remission of our sins. 

697.  torrents D:  a rushing stream as of water or lava 
S:  Torrents of water were rushing in from the broken water line. 

698.  scaly D:  covered with scales 
S:  Fish are very scaly. 

699.  funniest D:  causing laughter; comical 
S:  That was the funniest movie I have ever seen. 

700.  proportions D:  the size, number, or amount of one thing as compared to another 
S:  The proportions of foods given to eighth graders are larger than that 

given to first graders. 
701.  erected D:  to raise upright 

S:  The builders erected the building in one month. 
702.  handkerchief D:  a square piece of cloth for wiping the eyes, face, or nose 

S:  Cover your mouth with a handkerchief when you cough. 
703.  lemonade D:  a drink made of water, sugar, and lemon juice 

S:  Let’s make some lemonade to sell at the picnic. 
704.  ravines D:  a deep gully worn by the action of a stream or torrent 

S:  There are deep ravines in the canyon. 
705.  distinctly D:  plainly; clearly; unmistakable separated from anything else 

S:  I told him very distinctly what to do. 
706.  museum D:  a building in which objects of permanent interest are displayed 

S:  We went to the museum for the afternoon. 
707.  sultry D:  very hot and humid 

S:  Yesterday, the weather was very sultry. 
708.  wherever D:  at, to, or in every place  

S:  Wherever you want to go, we will go with you. 
709.  meteor D:  a small mass that travels through space at a great speed 

S:  The meteor came plunging down into the earth’s atmosphere. 
710.  issuing D:  a passing out; an exit 

S:  The President is issuing an executive order. 
711.  accurate D:  free from mistakes; exact; precise 

S:  They have an accurate weather report. 
712.  elapsed D:  to slip or glide away; to go by; to pass 

S:  Ten days elapsed before another message came. 
713.  equally D:  in an equal manner or degree; alike; evenly 

S:  The candy was divided equally among the children. 
714.  exactly D:  in an exact manner; precisely 

S:  The men will leave at exactly three o’clock. 
715.  blued D:  something blue in color, the sea or sky 

S:  The sky had really blued in color since yesterday. 
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716.  inspiration D:  the condition of being stimulated 
S:  The Bible was written by inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 

717.  opposite D:  placed or located directly across from something 
S:  The mailbox is on the opposite side of the road from the house. 

718.  windshield D:  a glass screen attached to the body of a car in front of the driver 
S:  The foul ball cracked the car’s windshield. 

719.  interior D:  the inner part of something 
S:  We went into the interior of the house to stay out of the rain. 

720.  competition D:  a contest between 2 or more people for the same thing 
S:  The competition for the prize was fierce. 

721.  threatening D:  to give warning as of by a threat or sign 
S:  The dark clouds were a threatening sign of rain. 

722.  splashing D:  roughly striking liquid and causing it to move and scatter 
S:  The high waves hit the shore splashing everyone nearby. 

723.  increase D:  to make or become greater 
S:  The race car driver will increase his speed to gain the lead. 

724.  ammunition D:  anything that can be hurled at a target 
S:  The policeman shot several round of ammunition at the robbers. 

725.  herded D:  to form or put into a herd 
S:  The farmers herded the stay cattle into the pen. 

726.  fielding D:  to catch, stop, and throw the ball 
S:  The outfielder moved backwards while fielding the baseball. 

727.  conversation D:  oral exchange of sentiments, share opinions or ideas 
S:  The two engineers were having a conversation about the building 

728.  graceful D:  displaying grace of form or action 
S:  The figure skater made a graceful figure eight move.  

729.  cedar D:  tall coniferous tree of the pine family 
S:  Mike looked like an ant compared to the cedar tree. 

730.  causing D:  to serve as the cause or occasion of 
S:  The water was causing the rocks to erode. 

731.  existence D:  reality as opposed to appearance 
S:  I highly doubt the existence of the tooth fairy. 

732.  pretended D:  not genuine or not real 
S:  She pretended to be a snake. 

733.  primary D:  something that stands first in rank 
S:  This book will be our primary source for the study. 

734.  admission D:  a fee charged to get into a building like a theater 
S:  There was an admission charge of $10.00 for a ticket. 

735.  parachute D:  a folding umbrella-like device made of lightweight fabric 
S:  The pilot used a parachute to land safely on the ground. 

736.  protection D:  the state of being protected 
S:  Roman soldiers used shields for protection. 

737.  cruelly D:  in a cruel or painful manner 
S:  The highjacker treated us cruelly. 

738.  atmosphere D:  the whole mass of air surrounding the earth 
S:  The spacecraft entered the atmosphere. 

739.  during D:  at a point in the course of 
S:  He passed the slower runner during the last turn of the race. 
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740.  board D:  to come up against or attack 
S:  The captain told us to board the enemy ship. 

741.  headache D:  pain in the head 
S:  George had a severe headache. 

742.  relieved D:  showing relief 
S:  We were relieved to see the survivors. 

743.  safety D:  the condition of being safe 
S:  We felt the safety given to us by the brick house. 

744.  handsome D:  having a pleasing and appealing appearance 
S:  The handsome young man helped his grandmother across the street. 

745.  colossal D:  of bulk extent power 
S:  The statue of a bear was a colossal statue. 

746.  vainly D:  worthless 
S:  Jim tried vainly to rescue the dog. 

747.  approved D:  to have or express favorable opinion 
S:  Charlie approved of Tammy’s decision to move. 

748.  sprinkling D:  to scatter in or as if in drops or particles 
S:  Mike was sprinkling water on the delicate flowers. 

749.  cutest D:  attractive in a dainty or pretty way 
S:  The black puppy was the cutest of the litter. 

750.  saddle D:  a leather covered, padded seat for a rider on horseback 
S:  The saddle was falling off of the horse. 

751.  reckless D:  heedless; careless, rash 
S:  The student driver is very reckless. 

752.  partitioned D:  to divide into distinct parts, as by line or walls 
S:  Carl partitioned his basement into five small rooms. 

753.  raisins D:  a dried sweet grape of different varieties 
S:  The raisins in the cereal were big and sweet. 

754.  calmly D:  not excited; quiet in action or words 
S:  The lady calmly replied, “No sir.” 

755.  repeated D:  done or happening again and again 
S:  Sara repeated the question for us. 

756.  hauled D:  to pull or draw with force; to drag 
S:  Paul hauled the garbage to the end of the driveway for pickup. 

757.  discontented D:  dissatisfied; uneasy 
S:  Rod cared for the discontented baby. 

758.  primitive D:  original; first; belonging to very early time 
S:  The vase showed a primitive design pattern. 

759.  sincerely D:  being honest 
S:  He acted sincerely about his job. 

760.  youngsters D:  being in the early part of life 
S:  The neighbors’ youngsters were very polite. 

761.  graduated D:  a completed course of study 
S:  The girl graduated from high school. 

762.  ordered D:  to force someone to do something 
S:  The boss ordered him to go to work. 

763.  retiring D:  to withdraw or retreat 
S:  John is retiring from his job at the plant. 
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764.  especially D:  particularly 
S:  The children especially wanted to see the monkeys. 

765.  arrangement D:  putting in order 
S:  She made an arrangement of flowers. 

766.  constructed D:  to build something 
S:  The people constructed their houses out of dried mud. 

767.  commercial D:  an advertisement 
S:  There was a commercial on television. 

768.  bananas D:  a kind of fruit with a yellow skin 
S:  I had bananas for breakfast. 

769.  definitely D:  sure to do something 
S:  He was definitely going to the game. 

770.  semester D:  a school term; length of time 
S:  John only took one semester of geometry. 

771.  busily D:  in a busy manner 
S:  She was working busily. 

772.  employees D:  a person who works for someone 
S:  They are employees of Mr. Granger. 

773.  including D:  to be included in 
S:  They all danced, included Philip. 

774.  astronomer D:  one who studies space 
S:  He is an astronomer. 

775.  liquor D:  a kind of alcoholic beverage 
S:  During the 1920’s, the sale of liquor was prohibited. 

776.  alfalfa D:  a plant with clover like leaves used as food for animals 
S:  The farmer bought alfalfa for his horses. 

777.  automobile D:  a self-moving vehicle used for carrying goods 
S:  The horses pulled the carriage full of fruits and vegetables. 

778.  dissolved D:  to pass or cause to pass into a solution 
S:  The sugar dissolved into the water. 

779.  division D:  process of finding out how many times a number goes into another 
number 

S:  He had a long division problem. 
780.  easily D:  an easy manner; without difficulty 

S:  That player is easily the best player on the team. 
781.  excitement D:  the state of being excited 

S:  The excitement of winning the championship filled the stadium. 
782.  forgiveness D:  the act of forgiving or being forgiven 

S:  Because Jesus died, we receive the forgiveness of sins. 
783.  freight D:  goods or cargo carried by ships, trains, or planes 

S:  The freight that was on the ship was unloaded. 
784.  injury D:  harm or damage done or suffered 

S:  The football player had a serious injury. 
785.  magazine D:  a publication that contains stories or articles 

S:  The magazine had an article about good health practices. 
786.  mournful D:  to feel grief 

S:  The family was mournful after the death of their son. 
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787.  neither D:  not one or the other 
S:  Neither the boys nor the girls knew where the ball was. 

788.  obliged D:  to force or compel 
S:  We felt obliged to help our neighbor clean up after the storm. 

789.  permitted D:  to give permission 
S:  He was permitted to go to the concert. 

790.  porridge D:  a food made by boiling grain in water or milk 
S:  The oatmeal porridge was very tasty. 

791.  separated D:  to keep apart by something in between 
S:  A river separated the Twin Cities. 

792.  surrounded D:  to enclose on all sides 
S:  The enemy surrounded the troops. 

793.  unforeseen D:  unexpected 
S:  The accident was unforeseen even though there were signs of danger. 

794.  superior D:  higher in order, status, or rank 
S:  His superior officer commanded him to stand and salute. 

795.  tournament D:  a series of contests in a sport leading to a championship 
S:  The baseball tournament was held at the end of the season. 

796.  hastily D:  done in a hurry 
S:  The girl hastily made her bed so she could go shopping. 

797.  scheduled D:  planned 
S:  The scheduled events took place on time. 

798.  gentlemen D:  a group of courteous, gracious men 
S:  The three gentlemen helped direct traffic through the muddy streets. 

799.  proposed D:  to put forth consideration or acceptance 
S:  He proposed going to the ice cream parlor after the movie. 

800.  hurricane D:  a violent tropical cyclone 
S:  The winds of the hurricane reached 80 miles per hour. 

801.  completely D:  lacking nothing; thorough 
S:  The puppy completely cleaned his food bowl. 

802.  repairing D:  to put back into good condition 
S:  The man was repairing the hole in the bottom of the boat. 

803.  sulfur or sulphur D:  a pale-yellow, nonmetallic chemical element 
S:  Sulfur is one of the chemicals used on a match. 

804.  advertised D:  to call the public’s attention to something 
S:  In order to sell her car, the woman advertised it in the paper. 

805.  conductor D:  a person who conducts, leads, or guides 
S:  The conductor called the orchestra to attention. 

806.  twelfth D:  in a series, the one that comes after eleventh 
S:  Which one of Jesus’ disciples was chosen twelfth? 

807.  crescent D:  the moon in it’s first quarter or any shape that resembles it 
S:  Make the shape of a crescent out of the cookie dough. 

808.  committed D:  to promise or pledge to do something for another 
S:  I was committed to help the poor and needy. 

809.  witnessed D:  to testify; to tell; to give evidence 
S:  She witnessed in court regarding the facts in the accident. 

810.  laboratory D:  a room or building used for research 
S:  The students met in the laboratory to dissect the frog. 
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811.  federal D:  a type of government where there is a central authority 
S:  The United States has a federal form of government. 

812.  gradual D:  taking place little by little; not sharply 
S:  The incline up the hill was quite gradual. 

813.  beefsteak D:  a slice of beef 
S:  My father barbecued the beefsteak for dinner last night. 

814.  juror D:  a member of the jury 
S:  A juror must listen carefully to the evidence in a trial. 

815.  affect D:  influence; to have an affect on 
S:  The right amount of water will affect a plant’s growth in a positive way. 

816.  entirely D:  not lacking any parts; whole 
S:  He worked the math problem in entirely the correct steps. 

817.  awkward D:  not having grace or coordination; clumsy 
S:  The small child was awkward when playing the new game. 

818.  listening D:  to make an effort to hear; to take advice 
S:  The class was listening to the teacher. 

819.  cupboard D:  a closet or cabinet for storing cups, plates, food, etc. 
S:  After drying the dishes, please put them in the cupboard. 

820.  singular D:  the opposite of plural; only one 
S:  The noun boy is in singular form. 

821.  biting D:  to cut or chew with your teeth 
S:  The puppy was biting the tennis shoe. 

822.  sphere D:  any round body like a globe or a ball 
S:  The earth is shaped like a sphere. 

823.  baptize D:  to administer baptism; to apply water 
S:  Our minister will baptize the little baby. 

824.  suitable D:  right for the purpose or occasion; fitting; appropriate 
S:  What is the suitable gift to give to a three-year old? 

825.  apartment D:  a room or rooms to live in 
S:  The apartment building had no rooms left to rent. 

826.  obtained D:  to get possession by some effort 
S:  He obtained his driver’s license after passing the test. 

827.  deafening D:  to make deaf; to overwhelm with noise 
S:  The roar of the jet engine was deafening. 

828.  gauze D:  any very thin, loosely woven material 
S:  The shirt was made of a gauze material. 

829.  aroused D:  to awaken as from sleep; to stir as to action 
S:  The little baby was aroused by the loud noise. 

830.  uncommon D:  not common; rare; not usual 
S:  A volcano is an uncommon sight. 

831.  valuable D:  being worth money; highly regarded as precious 
S:  The wealthy woman kept her valuable jewelry in a safe. 

832.  burglar D:  a person who commits burglary 
S:  The policeman caught the burglar. 

833.  interfere D:  clash; conflict; to come between for some purpose 
S:  Watching television can interfere with good study habits. 

834.  bruised D:  to injure the surface of the body 
S:  When the toddler fell, he bruised his knee. 
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835.  torpedo D:  large, self-propelled, exploding projectile 
S:  The submarine launched the torpedo at the enemy ship. 

836.  hubbub D:  a confused sound of many voices 
S:  The crowd’s hubbub frightened the small children. 

837.  staring D:  to look with a steady fixed gaze 
S:  Staring at someone is not polite. 

838.  obvious D:  easy to see or understand 
S:  The answer to that math problem should be obvious. 

839.  genuine D:  the original stock; authentic 
S:  The necklace has genuine stones. 

840.  sewage D:  waste matter carried off by sewers 
S:  The sewage from the factory was polluting the river. 

841.  example D:  sample; something that shows the nature or character of the rest 
S:  Do your homework by following the example given in the text. 

842.  petition D:  prayer; solemn earnest request to someone in authority 
S:  The minister offered a petition for rain. 

843.  converse D:  to hold a conversation; to talk 
S:  How long did you converse with your friend last evening? 

844.  secrecy D:  something done in secret 
S:  The spy checked into the hotel in secrecy. 

845.  realty D:  same as real estate; land and buildings 
S:  The realty agent sold our house. 

846.  monstrous D:  abnormally large; enormous 
S:  The little child took a monstrous bite out of the apple. 

847.  pamphlet D:  a small booklet, unbound, usually with a paper cover 
S:  The dentist’s office handed out a pamphlet on proper care of teeth. 

848.  gigantic D:  of, like, or fit for a giant; enormous 
S:  We shared a gigantic banana split. 

849.  notable D:  worthy of notice; remarkable 
S:  The President of the United States is a notable person. 

850.  substitute D:  a person or thing serving or used in place of another 
S:  The substitute teacher was in school for two days. 

851.  cabinet D:  a case with drawers or shelves for storing things 
S:  There was no more room in the cabinet for storing the two books.   

852.  tactics D:  any methods used to achieve a goal 
S:  The general employed good military tactics to capture the bridge. 

853.  lightened D:  to make light; grow brighter 
S:  When we pulled the shades up, the room lightened. 

854.  answerable D:  responsible; accountable; that which can be answered 
S:  The boy was answerable to his parents for breaking the window. 

855.  capital D:  The city in which laws are made for a particular state 
S:  The capital of Michigan is Lansing. 

856.  seemingly D:  without necessarily being true 
S:  Her actions were seemingly innocent. 

857.  messenger D:  a person who carries a message or is sent on an errand 
S:  The king’s messenger delivered the paper to the people. 

858.  assembled D:  gathered into a group 
S:  The people assembled in the auditorium for the concert. 
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859.  premium D:  a prize, reward, or inducement to buy something 
S:  The premium for someone buying six candy bars is one free candy bar 

for every five purchased. 
860.  introduce D:  to lead or bring in; to acquaint 

S:  Will you introduce your parents to your teacher? 
861.  admonish D:  to caution against specific faults; warn 

S:  The mother will admonish her son for talking to strangers. 
862.  policy D:  a wise plan 

S:  The policy enacted by the government involved seeking world peace. 
863.  schemes D:  systematic programs or plans for achieving a goal 

S:  What schemes did the children devise for getting their way? 
864.  fulfilled D:  to carry out; to cause to happen 

S:  The student fulfilled all the requirements for graduation. 
865.  innocent D:  free from wrong 

S:  The man was found to be innocent of the crime. 
866.  trough D:  a long, open container for holding water or feed for animals 

S:  The horses came to drink at the trough. 
867.  companies D:  a groups gathered for social or business purposes 

S:  The presidents of six companies met for a meeting. 
868.  farewell D:  parting words; goodbye 

S:  When the student left for college, he wished his friends farewell. 
869.  institute D:  to set up; establish; found; to start; initiate 

S:  The school will institute a new dress code. 
870.  weather D:  the general condition of the atmosphere of any particular time 

S:  The weather today is cold and stormy. 
871.  author D:  the writer of a book or article 

S:  The author of the book is Charles Dickens. 
872.  siege D:  the surrounding of a city or fort by an enemy army 

S:  The Persians laid siege to the city of Troy. 
873.  adultery D:  sin against the 6th Commandment; not being faithful to a spouse 

S:  God says, “You shall not commit adultery.” 
874.  sacrifice D:  an offering of the life of an animal or person; to give something up 

S:  A calf was one kind of animal that was often offered as a sacrifice. 
875.  toboggan D:  a long, narrow, flat sled without runners 

S:  We had fun sledding down the hill on a toboggan. 
876.  opponents D:  one who opposes or goes against 

S:  The opponents of the bill did not want Congress to pass it. 
877.  containing D:  to hold; to have something in 

S:  The bottle containing the explosive liquid fell to the floor. 
878.  medallion D:  a large medal 

S:  The athlete wore the gold medallion around his neck. 
879.  strength D:  the quality of being strong, powerful 

S:  The weight lifter possessed great strength. 
880.  patiently D:  enduring trouble without complain; calm 

S:  The little boy waited patiently to open his presents. 
881.  wreckage D:  the remains of something that has been wrecked 

S:  The treasure hunters search the wreckage of the sunken ship. 
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882.  intelligent D:  having or using intelligence; mental ability 
S:  An intelligent person learns from his own experiences. 

883.  possession D:  something owned; possessed 
S:  The basketball team had possession of the ball. 

884.  oxygen D:  a colorless, odorless, tasteless, gaseous element 
S:  We all need to breathe oxygen to maintain our life. 

885.  gradually D:  taking place little by little; not sharp 
S:  He gradually filled the water glass to the rim. 

886.  appreciate D:  to think well of; to enjoy 
S:  I appreciate it when someone tells me I did a good job. 

887.  accomplished D:  done; completed 
S:  Winning the baseball championship was accomplished through hard 

work and commitment to the team. 
888.  disagreeable D:  not to one’s taste; unpleasant; offensive 

S:  Rotten eggs have a very disagreeable odor. 
889.  princess D:  a female member of a royal family 

S:  The princess toured the United States on an official visit. 
890.  tremendous D:  very large; great 

S:  The tremendous size of that great oak tree was magnificent. 
891.  alighted D:  to get down or off; dismounted 

S:  The rider alighted from his horse in one easy motion. 
892.  temporal D:  lasting for only a time; of this world 

S:  The things of this world are temporal; that is, they will die. 
893.  afternoon D:  the time of day from noon to evening 

S:  The basketball coach called an afternoon practice for the team. 
894.  announcing  D:  to give notice publicly; proclaim 

S:  The candidate was announcing his plans to run for President. 
895.  throughout D:  all the way through 

S:  Throughout the trial, the man maintained his innocence. 
896.  nibbling D:  to eat with quick, small bites 

S:  The rabbit was nibbling on the carrot. 
897.  glimpse D:  to catch a brief, quick view of 

S:  We caught a glimpse of the President as his limousine drove by. 
898.  jerked D:  to pull or twist with a sudden, sharp movement 

S:  The puppy jerked his head in an effort to get away. 
899.  president  D:  the highest executive officer of a company, country, etc. 

S:  The executive of the company hopes to be the company’s president one 
day. 

900.  submarine D:  something that functions beneath the surface of the sea 
S:  The submarine stayed under water for three months. 

901.  neighborhood D:  people living near each other; community 
S:  The people of the community formed a neighborhood watch. 

902.  destruction D:  a destroying or being destroyed 
S:  The tornado caused much destruction in the city. 

903.  attorney D:  any person having the legal power to act for another 
S:  The attorney pleaded the case of the accused man before the jury. 

904.  knapsacks D:  a canvas bag used for carrying equipment and supplies 
S:  The hikers carried two knapsacks filled with their equipment. 
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905.  smokestack D:  a pipe used for the discharge of smoke from a factory 
S:  Heavy thick smoke poured from the factory’s smokestack. 

906.  republican D:  a person who favors a republic form of government 
S:  A republican would believe all people have the right to vote. 

907.  memorized D:  something committed to memory 
S:  The student memorized the Gettysburg Address by Abraham Lincoln. 

908.  important D:  meaning a great deal; having great significance 
S:  The president called an important business meeting. 

909.  grammar D:  study of language 
S:  The English teacher gave the students a grammar assignment. 

910.  information D:  an informing or being told 
S:  The tourist went to the information booth to get a campsite map. 

911.  excellent D:  of outstanding quality 
S:  The student’s report was excellent. 

912.  certainly D:  beyond a doubt; surely 
S:  That thunderstorm certainly scared the children. 

913.  megaphone D:  a large, funnel-shaped device used to amplify the sound of a voice 
S:  The cheerleader used a megaphone during the cheer. 

914.  minnows D:  a small freshwater fish 
S:  We used minnows for bait when we went fishing. 

915.  organized D:  to arrange in an orderly manner 
S:  They organized the schedule for games so everyone could play. 

916.  scorching D:  to char or discolor the surface of something by burning 
S:  The scorching sun dried up the grass. 

917.  anthem D:  a religious choir song 
S:  The choir sang a new anthem for the worship service. 

918.  passenger D:  a person traveling in some type of vehicle 
S:  The airline passenger was late arriving at the airport. 

919.  aghast D:  a great feeling of horror 
S:  The people were aghast as they looked at the damage to the house. 

920.  mortar D:  a mixture of cement, sand, and water used between bricks 
S:  The cement mason mixed the mortar before starting to build the wall. 

921.  thought D:  the act or process of thinking 
S:  The student was deep in thought as she took the test. 

922.  carnival D:  a traveling entertainment with rides, games, etc. 
S:  My favorite ride at the carnival is the Ferris wheel. 

923.  nervous D:  tense or restless 
S:  While waiting for the principal, the student became very nervous. 

924.  library D:  a room or building where a collection of books is kept 
S:  The student needed to do research work in the library. 

925.  missionary D:  a person sent out by his church to preach in a foreign country 
S:  The missionary went to India to preach about Jesus. 

926.  watermelon D:  a large, edible fruit with a green rind and pink or red pulp 
S:  We always have an ice-cold watermelon our July 4th picnic. 

927.  beckoned D:  to call or summon by gesture 
S:  The mother beckoned to her small child. 

928.  education D:  an educating or being educated 
S:  Parents want their children to get a good education. 
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929.  surely D:  certainly or indeed 
S:  Surely, that man was innocent of any wrongdoing. 

930.  curly D:  having curls 
S:  The little girl had very curly hair. 

931.  shepherd D:  a person who herds sheep 
S:  The shepherd herded his sheep to the pasture. 

932.  supreme D:  highest in rank, power, quality; most excellent 
S:  God is our supreme being. 

933.  brilliant D:  shining brightly; vivid; intense 
S:  The brilliant star shone on top of the Christmas tree. 

934.  design D:  to make sketches of; to plan; to devise creatively 
S:  The company accepted the architect’s design. 

935.  mountains D:  a natural raised part of the earth’s surface, larger than a hill 
S:  The mountains stretched across the horizon. 

936.  discussion D:  talk or writing in which the pros and cons are considered 
S:  The businessmen held a discussion as to the best way to proceed. 

937.  finely D:  the adverb form of the word fine; superior in quality 
S:  The mechanic finely tuned the car. 

938.  ivory D:  the hard white substance forming the tusks of elephants 
S:  Many elephants were slaughtered for their ivory tusks. 

939.  maniac D:  a wildly insane person 
S:  The policeman had trouble controlling the maniac. 

940.  misspelled D:  to spell incorrectly 
S:  The doctor misspelled the word as he gave the prescription. 

941.  amazement D:  the amazed condition; great wonder; astonishment 
S:  The child watched in amazement as the magician performed tricks. 

942.  vigorous D:  strong; robust; forceful 
S:  The swimmer used vigorous strokes as he swam across the lake. 

943.  absolve D:  to pronounce free from guilt or blame 
S:  The pastor will absolve the sins of the people. 

944.  terrible D:  causing terror; fearful; dreadful 
S:  The terrible accident caused people to drive carefully. 

945.  lettuce D:  a plant whose green leaves are good to eat 
S:  It is good to eat a lettuce salad with your meal. 

946.  agreement D:  an agreeing or being in harmony 
S:  The two countries signed a peace agreement. 

947.  ignorant D:  lacking knowledge, education, or experience 
S:  The small child was ignorant of the correct way to address an adult. 

948.  horrible D:  causing a feeling of horror; terror; dreadful 
S:  The horrible storm caused the little child to cry. 

949.  fourth D:  proceeded by three others in a series 
S:  I was fourth in the line behind my three friends. 

950.  fastened D:  to join one thing to another; attach; to make secure 
S:  The teacher fastened the nametag to the kindergartner’s jacket. 

951.  memorable D:  worth remembering; notable 
S:  The fourth of July was a memorable occasion. 

952.  absurd D:  so clearly untrue that it is laughable 
S:  The student gave an absurd answer to the teacher’s question. 
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953.  seriously D:  earnestly; solemnly; not joking 
S:  The judge told the jury to take their job seriously. 

954.  slightest D:  slender; frail; having little weight; small in amount 
S:  The slightest breeze will cause the chimes to sound. 

955.  performance D:  the act of performing; functioning 
S:  The singer’s performance was very well attended. 

956.  permanent D:  lasting or intending to last for a long time 
S:  Your baby teeth are replaced by permanent teeth. 

957.  identify D:  to show to be the person or thing described 
S:  Can you identify the person you saw at the store? 

958.  veteran D:  having had long experience in some type of work 
S:  The veteran served his country in World War II. 

959.  altered D:  to make different in details 
S:  The tailor altered the style of the collar on the suit. 

960.  recovered D:  to get something back that was lost or stolen 
S:  The police recovered the stolen television. 

961.  thoroughly D:  done or proceeding through to the end; complete 
S:  The dentist told the boy to thoroughly brush his teeth. 

962.  undisturbed D:  to remain calm and quiet 
S:  The baby had three hours of undisturbed sleep. 

963.  sputtering D:  to spit out in an explosive manner 
S:  The old engine came sputtering to life. 

964.  gopher D:  a burrowing rodent; a striped ground squirrel 
S:  The gopher made a tunnel that ran through the front yard. 

965.  totally D:  the whole or entire thing 
S:  The child was totally absorbed in watching the bear cub. 

966.  coral D:  the hard, stony skeleton of some sea life 
S:  While vacationing in Hawaii, we dove for pink coral along the reef. 

967.  balsam D:  any of a variety of tees that yields this aromatic oil 
S:  We used a Canadian balsam for our Christmas tree. 

968.  reached D:  thrust out or extended 
S:  The little baby reached for the brightly colored ball. 

969.  direction D:  the act of directing or giving instructions 
S:  What direction did the teacher give regarding handing in your report? 

970.  provide D:  to make available; to supply 
S:  The coach will provide all the equipment needed to play basketball. 

971.  mathematics D:  a group of sciences dealing with numbers and symbols 
S:  In mathematics class, we studied the four basic operations. 

972.  inspection D:  a careful examination 
S:  The captain held a surprise inspection of the new recruits. 

973.  crumpled D:  to crush or become crushed 
S:  The exhausted dancer crumpled into a heap. 

974.  millions D:  amounting to one million in number 
S:  In the United States, millions of people watch baseball.  

975.  invalid D:  someone who is not well; to be weak or sickly 
S:  The invalid had to remain in the hospital for two more weeks. 

976.  graveyard D:  a cemetery 
S:  The funeral procession ended in the church’s graveyard. 
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977.  various D:  differing from one another 
S:  There are various ways you can go about solving a problem. 

978.  expression D:  a manner of expressing; a show of feeling 
S:  The happy expression on her face made us all feel good. 

979.  apparel D:  clothing; attire 
S:  What type of apparel did people wear in the 1800’s? 

980.  altar D:  a table used in a place of worship 
S:  During the Trinity season, green cloths are placed on the altar. 

981.  horror D:  a strong feeling caused by something fearful 
S:  The lady gasped in horror when she saw the Halloween costume. 

982.  luckily D:  having good luck; fortune 
S:  I locked my keys in the car, luckily I had an extra key. 

983.  prisoners D:  a person confined in prison 
S:  The prisoners were to be held in jail for five years. 

984.  herald D:  a person who carried messages and made proclamations 
S:  The king’s herald announced the beginning of the tournament. 

985.  attached D:  connected to 
S:  The string was attached to the balloon. 

986.  cherubs D:  originally referring to angels; now refers to a sweet-faced child 
S:  The first graders looked like cherubs as they performed the play. 

987.  puzzled D:  to be perplexed or confused 
S:  Seeing two good friends fighting puzzled me.  

988.  conference D:  a meeting 
S:  The teachers held a conference to discuss new teaching methods. 

989.  trickling D:  to flow slowly in a thin stream 
S:  The water was trickling down the hillside. 

990.  snipe D:  any of certain wading birds 
S:  The snipe was seen along the shoreline of the lake. 

991.  genius D:  one who has much knowledge 
S:  Albert Einstein was considered to be a genius. 

992.  pudding D:  a sweet dessert 
S:  I like to have chocolate pudding for lunch. 

993.  sustain D:  to carry through to the end 
S:  The singer was able to sustain the note for four measures. 

994.  fatally D:  resulting in death; very destructive 
S:  The policeman was forced to fire his gun fatally wounding the thief. 

995.  quite D:  completely; entirely 
S:  He was quite through eating lunch. 

996.  struggling D:  having a hard time 
S:  The student was struggling to get his math done on time. 

997.  ambulance D:  a vehicle which transports person needing medical attention 
S:  When an ambulance approaches, drivers are supposed to move to the 

side of the road to let it pass safely. 
998.  objection D:  not agreeing with 

S:  The lawyer raised an objection to the judge’s decision. 
999.  confronted D:  to stand or meet face to face 

S:  The two complainants confronted each other in the courtroom.  
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1000.  description D:  to give details; to describe 
S:  The description given by the witness helped police to capture the 

criminal. 
1001.  scrimmage D:  a practice game 

S:  The basketball coach arranged a scrimmage game with the neighboring 
school. 

1002.  numerous D:  many; having lots 
S:  There were numerous reports of accidents after the snowstorm. 

1003.  explanation D:  to explain why 
S:  The people accepted the explanation given by the scientists. 

1004.  depot D:  a storehouse; a warehouse; a railroad station 
S:  The passengers left the depot to board the train. 

1005.  electricity D:  an electric current 
S:  The electricity ran through the extension cord. 

1006.  aggravating D:  annoying; bothersome 
S:  The loud crying of the infant was aggravating the actors on stage. 

1007.  soulful D:  full of or showing deep emotion 
S:  The lonesome coyote gave a soulful cry. 

1008.  carriage D:  a carrying or transportation 
S:  The women rode in a carriage to escape the attack. 

1009.  generally D:  widely; popularly; in most instances; usually 
S:  The weather forecasters are generally correct in their forecasts. 

1010.  accompany D:  to go along with 
S:  The paramedic will accompany the injured man in the ambulance. 

1011.  suspense D:  mysterious; unknown 
S:  The author’s style of writing held you in suspense until the very end. 

1012.  admonished D:  to caution against faults; warn 
S:  The father admonished his children against going to close to the deep 

water. 
1013.  catechism D:  a book containing teachings; book of questions and answers 

S:  After studying the catechism, a young Christian is ready for confirmation. 
 


